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My name is Mimi, and I am a graduate
student in Clinical Rehabilitation and Mental
Health Counseling at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. I have been learning
about all things diet culture, intuitive eating,
and the health at every size® approach and

incorporating it into my relationships and
values for the past two years. I am excited to

share with you all some of the basics. 



introduction
Have you heard about a weight-inclusive
paradigm? Or maybe your friends or family have
been talking about the woes of diet culture, and
you are confused. Maybe a loved one is working
through recovery from their eating disorder or
disordered eating patterns and is wanting to share
more with you but isn't sure where to begin. This
guide is for you! Questions you may be asking
yourself:

Isn't weight gain unhealthy?
Doesn't dieting mean I have willpower and self-
control?
What about the "ob*sity epidemic"?
I've received a lot of positive feedback for weight
loss -- don't diet and exercise lead to weight loss?

I'd like to introduce you to some of the foundations
that will help you answer these questions and learn
more about all of these trendy terms like intuitive
eating and weight-inclusive care. I cannot wait for you
to join me. 
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Diet Culture
What the heck is diet culture? You may have
heard people or posts getting angry at this

elusive "diet culture," so let me break it down in
a basic way for you. Diet culture is any culture

(group of people who share experiences,
backgrounds, art, etc.) that promotes

restriction* and the use of diets, whether
rebranded as wellness or "lifestyle changes" to

keep people's bodies and minds small and
perceivably controlled. Oof, that's a doozy --
but in a nutshell, diet culture is the way that

individuals are systematically taught that
smaller = better. It is the idea that we must do

everything we can to stay physically, and
subsequently, mentally and emotionally small. 

* any pattern of eating that is not intuitive --
eating what your body craves and wants, and

stopping when you are full and satisfied



Intuitive Eating
Intuitive eating is a set of ten principles created by

registered dietitians, Evelyn Tribole and Elyse Resch.
You can always find the ten principles online, but to
summarize, intuitive eating is all about listening to
your body's natural, intuitive hunger and fullness

cues. It is built on the belief that our bodies are smart
and know just what we need; we can trust ourselves

and our bodies to fall at the weight at which they
function optimally when we eat in alignment with our
cravings and signals. But won't I become addicted to

sugar? Aren't carbs bad for me? Nope! Our bodies
need carbs for fuel and energy, and restriction leads
to binge eating and a sense of "addiction" or loss of

control around food. When we eat what we want
when we want it, those cravings actually tend to

decrease because our bodies recognize that the foods
will be available again later and don't need to be

binged on or consumed in large quantities all at once.
Rather than a scarcity mentality, a mentality of

freedom around food actually helps us have a more
normal and intuitive relationship with food and with

our bodies as we make peace with their size. 



Health At Every Size®
Approach

 In a nutshell (as this guide is meant to be a brief
look at these concepts), the HAES approach is a

paradigm (concept) that is built on the belief that
as humans, there is a natural diversity of shape
and size, and that weight is not a good indicator
of health. A HAES approach supports respect for

all bodies and promotes the use of weight
inclusive care. The HAES framework is also about

social justice. Much of diet culture and the
stigmatization of fat people is a result of a

patriarchal society and aims to keep
marginalized groups, including women and fat
people small and focused on weight loss rather
than using their voices to contribute to societal
good. Research has shown that weight stigma
and weight-based discrimination may actually
explain a lot of the negative health outcomes

associated with ob*sity.  
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Health At Every Size®
Approach

HAES principles are built on the idea that all
people should be treated with respect and

kindness, and that all bodies are good bodies
that don't need to change in shape or size to be
healthy and given appropriate care. Think about
this: two people walk into a doctor's office. They
have the same symptoms, yet one is considered
"ob*se" and is told to lose weight. It could be a
sore throat or a totally unrelated condition, but
fat people are often denied adequate treatment

as weight loss is recommended as a "fix-all"
solution; they are not, therefore, heard or seen
or respected in the care they receive. Studies

have also shown that health behaviors,
independent of weight changes, have improved

with intuitive eating and HAES based
interventions. Check out Lindo Bacon and Lucy
Aphramor's article on Weight Science for much

more on this.
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What about the
ob*sity epidemic?

As mentioned before, much research has shown that the risk
factors and disease states associated with ob*sity can largely be
attributed to weight-based discrimination, weight cycling (weight

going up and down) as a result of dieting*, and weight stigma. The
ob*sity epidemic is really a moral one; fat people are routinely

disrespected and harmed due to their body size. Wondering about
the science to back this up? I encourage you to research the HAES

approach more deeply yourself. This guide is meant to provide
basic information to those who have an openness to learning

more. People in all bodies deserve to be treated humanely with
respect, not shamed for their size or considered less worthy or
valuable because of what they look like. Weight-based bullying,

shaming, and discrimination can actually lead to more weight gain
and further alienate people from receiving adequate care. I hope

you see the value in fat people because they have so much to offer
to this world just as they are. A HAES framework promotes the

belief that you can be healthy at any size because it is about
improving health, not about changing the number on a scale. The
ob*sity epidemic is based on shaming people into change, while
the HAES approach is based on respecting and aiding people in

improving their health. There is a big difference. 

*the body protects us from weight loss because it thinks it is in a
state of famine and doesn't know the difference between a famine

and intentional restriction for weight loss
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But I lost Weight...
Just because you lost weight doesn't mean anyone can.

Lots of aspects play a role in a person's weight, shape, and
size including genetic predispositions, and socioeconomic

factors, such as access to nutritious foods, stress and
trauma, etc. Restriction is internalized in our bodies as a
state of famine, and our bodies actively work to store fat
more readily when placed in a state of restriction so that

we have enough energy to function. 

The best way to keep a stable weight and to reach your
body's set point (the weight at which your body functions
best and is happiest) is to honor your hunger and fullness

cues; eat when you are hungry and eat what you are
craving, and stop when you are full and satisfied. This

practice not only helps you get the nutrients you need*,
but also helps improve your relationship with food** and

your body, changing it to one of respect and kindness.

*with *gentle* nutrition incorporated like adding variety
to the foods you try 

**helping you feel less "addicted" or out of control around
rich foods your body craves more when it doesn't have

access to them



Internalized
Fatphobia

Now that we have learned about the
problems with the "ob*sity

epidemic", let's take a minute to
think about our own internalized

fatphobia. Fatphobia is the fear of fat
or fat people. A weight-inclusive care

approach can be adopted in a
variety of settings and is one that
shifts the focus away from weight

and towards health, treats
individuals in larger bodies with
respect, and promotes a social

justice lens in the treatment and
acceptance of fat people.



Internalized
Fatphobia

1.
2.
3.

Name three ways you can fight fatphobia (i.e. following fat people on
Instagram, learning more through books, studying the roots of the body

positivity movement, etc.)

Take the time to think about your internalized fatphobia. What have you
learned and what are you unlearning about fat? What did you learn from

this short guide?



Ob*sity

More resources

Why is there a star for the e in ob*sity? Just like curse
words can be offensive, the term ob*sity is harmful to
people in larger bodies, used to shame and degrade
marginalized individuals because of their size. Thus,
the censoring of this term helps show the negative

impact that the usage of this word can have on
individuals. 

Association for Size
Diversity and Health 

Health at Every Size Website
HAES Resources

Health at Every Size: Toward
a New Paradigm of Weight

and Health (Research
Article)

Intuitive Eating Studies

Podcasts:
Food Psych

I Weigh
Nut Butter Radio

Instagram Handles:

@heytiffanyroe

@thefriendineverwanted

@thebodyimage_therapist

@chr1styharrison

@thenutritiontea

@bodyimagewithbri

@meg.boggs
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https://www.sizediversityandhealth.org/index.asp
https://www.sizediversityandhealth.org/index.asp
https://haescommunity.com/
https://lindobacon.com/_resources/
http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1681635/
https://www.intuitiveeating.org/resources/studies/



